dominates the resulting performance and it should be single output (TISO) fuzzy sliding mode controller compensated to achieve high precision in positioning and (FSMC) by developing complementary sliding mode tracking. Hereby a friction model is introduced to describe controller (CSMC) [7] . Mihajlov et al. applied a sliding dynamic behavior of the system and then three control mode controller enhanced by fuzzy PI controller to an strategies i.e. sliding mode control (SMC), complementary electro-hydraulic positioning system, whose model sliding mode control (CSMC) and fuzzy sliding mode control (FSMC) are applied. Performances of the controllers are mcludes pnternal fticaoon [8] .
compared in the sense of positioning, tracking error and
In this paper, Canudas ftiction model [3] the uncertain term that is bounded by known function F, [2] proposed a model that considers the friction interface i.e., as elastic bristles which are attached to rigid solids (Fig. Af uniformly bounded. The tracking error is given by: The function g(v) is positive and it depends on factors e(t) = yt) -Yd (t) (7) such as material properties, lubrication and temperature.
By defining the generalized error The friction force (torque) generated from bending of suffers from large tracking error and also fluctuations and 1. If" s" is "N" and " sc' is "P" then "Fuzzy oscillations in control input. When CSMC is applied to Output" is "PB". the system, the tracking error becomes smaller in 2. If" s" is "N" and" se" is "Z" then "Fuzzy comparison with SMC. Its peaks occurred in the points Output" is "Ps".
where the direction of the motion is changed. Fluctuations 3. If" s" is "N" and" s" is "N" then "Fuzzy and chatters in control inputs are also observed in this c case but frequency of chattering is lower. High frequency Output" is "ZO".
reference signal can not be tracked properly in this case 4. If'' s' is "'Z'' and "' sC '' is "P" then "Fuzzy because of large tracking error and large values of Output" is "PS". fluctuations in the control input. FSMC is capable of 5 . If'' s" 'is "'Z'' and "' sC '' is "Z" then "Fuzzy eliminating tracking error except for where the direction Output" is "zo".
of motion is changed and the occurred error is damped in 6. If" s" is "Z" and" s'"is "N" then "Fuzzy finite time (less than 0.1 (s)). Control inputs are more Output" is 44NS". smooth in this case and do not include fluctuations and Output" is "NS". chattering. The response of the controller is more 7. If" s" is "P" and " s' is "P" then"Fuzzy desirable to high frequency reference signal. Tracking Output" is "ZO".
error does not grow drastically in this case and control 8. If' s ' is "'P'' and " sC '' is "Z" then "Fuzzy input does not suffer from fluctuations and oscillations. Output" is "NS".
The peaks in figures 7-9 (a,b,c) are due to stick motion 9. If" s" is "P" and " sc" is "N" then "Fuzzy error. This error is caused by the response lag of the Output" is "NB".
control system when the direction of motion is reversed.
where P stands for positive; N stands for negative; PB During reversing direction, static friction becomes the stands for positive big; PS stands for positive small; both dominant frictional force in the system. Since break-away 
